Nick Lampone
Subject:

Morning CORE

I was reading an article in the WSJ that mentioned the Dean Martin vs. Frank Sinatra hamburger recipes. They
both submitted recipes for a 1967 celebrity cookbook. See which burger you prefer. At least I think this is
funny. It being Sinatra, there is a curse word in the recipe. https://bit.ly/2X2pH7r
US Futures-World Markets: US stock index futures are lower as the coronavirus relief package debate ramps
up on Capitol Hill. The pressure to cut a deal remains high before summer recess. Expect additional free
money ahead of an election. How much will they decide to grant? Virus cases are reaching a plateau in the
hardest hit states in the US. Earnings are in full swing with many companies reporting today. McDonald’s
global sales fell and missed estimates (MCD +1%YTD). Pfizer is higher in pre-market trading even as profit
fell 32% in Q2 (PFE -4%YTD). 3M profit plunged and stock is down 3% in pre-market (MMM -8%YTD). DR
Horton is higher on better-than-expected revenue (DHI +26%YTD). Video of the US housing market
https://bit.ly/2CW9dXx Barry Sanders-style). Two-day FOMC meeting begins today. Interest rates are
expected to remain unchanged. Gold hit a new intraday high before closing lower. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value:
-11.66, 10-Yr Yield: 0.611%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Trump is sending additional federal agents into Portland amid continued unrest in the city.WaPo
 MLB commissioner Rob Manfred says coronavirus outbreak is not a 'nightmare' scenario.-YahooSports
 Facebook has won the first round of its court battle against what it says are excessive demands from
European Union antitrust regulators after Europe's second-top court temporarily halted such
requests until it makes a final ruling.-Reuters
 Republican Senator Josh Hawley introduced legislation that would penalize large tech companies that
sell or show targeted advertisements by threatening a legal immunity enjoyed by the industry - the
latest onslaught on Big Tech's business practices.-Reuters
 Vanguard Group, the titan of low-cost index funds, is coming after a fast-growing pocket of the
money-management industry: actively managed bond funds”—its investment in them bypassed halfa-trillion dollars in June, a potential problem for BLK, Fidelity, Pimco, and Western Asset
Management, which dominate the sector.-WSJ
 Under Joe Biden’s proposed tax plan, profitable companies like AMZN would no longer be able to use
legal breaks to drive their US tax bills almost to zero—on top of higher rates, Biden would impose a
15 percent minimum tax on profits reports to investors and end loopholes.-WSJ
 The dollar is on track to close out its weakest month since April 2011 as a rise in coronavirus
infections across the US threatens to damp the economic recovery and keep low interest rates in
place for longer.-WSJ
 WMT, KR: Supermarket chains are increasingly bottling their own milk in a bid to price the staple as
low as possible to draw in shoppers, but the move is squeezing old-line companies with premium
brands and is leaving farmers part of the collateral damage.-WSJ
 Boeing: With earnings coming up this week, Edward Jones analyst Jeff Windau said free cash flow will
be a concern—Boeing reported a $4.7B outflow last quarter and is expected to post negative $6Bin
Q2 as it bears "the full brunt of the coronavirus pandemic."-IBD
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The commission that holds the presidential debates said the first of the three scheduled debates
between Trump and Biden is being moved from Indiana to Ohio after Notre Dame University withdrew
as a host.-NYP
AAPL: Talk show host Oprah Winfrey will launch an interview series on Apple TV—“The Oprah
Conversation” will debut on the streaming service on July 30 and feature dialogues with global
thought leaders and newsmakers.-NYP (She may live to be 100 years old. Woman looks the same as
15 years ago.)
The Polish government, emboldened by a narrow election victory this month and undeterred by
criticism from European Union leaders, is considering withdrawing from a treaty aimed at curbing
domestic violence and protecting women’s rights.-NYT
Moderna, which has given the first doses of its experimental COVID-19 vaccine to participants in a
30,000-person phase 3 trial, took just 42 days from receiving the genetic sequence of Sars-Cov-2, the
virus behind the disease, to produce a vaccine for testing.-FT
Tesla’s drop in share price after a strong earnings report has left investors and analysts puzzled—the
reverse is a sign that the momentum driving a handful of US share prices is still poorly understood,
and acts as a potential source of volatility for the broader market.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 VisualCapitalist: How big tech companies make their $$$ https://bit.ly/39vfDsL
 Times of London: A new city in Ireland for Hong Kong residents? https://bit.ly/2EpxuG0
 ROI-NJ: M&A for universities is almost here. Seton Hall is looking to make acquisitions.
https://bit.ly/2OY7ZgP
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
a look at some high-frequency indicators.
Driving and restaurant dining:
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Source: LPL Research

• Search activity for child care, virtual classroom, and homeschooling:
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Source: Arbor Research & Trading

• Job postings:
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Source: FiveThirtyEight; Read full article

Deutsche Bank expects consumer spending to take more than two years to get back to pre-crisis
levels.

Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Here is Goldman's forecast for the S&P 500.
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Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs

According to Michael Dick (Mizuho Americas Trading Desk), "The S&P 500 has now closed green 12
of the last 13 Mondays. Here is the aggregate S&P 500 performance by day of the week over that time
frame."

Source: Michael Dick, Mizuho Americas Trading Desk
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some data on Robinhood (retail) investor positions.

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

S&P 500 stocks with international exposure are outperforming.
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Source: Pavilion Global Markets

some sector performance updates (year-to-date).

• Utilities:

• REITs:
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• Banks:

• Housing:
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• Energy:

Biotech:
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Bitcoin followed gold higher, breaking resistance at $10.5k.

Brent resistance is holding.
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Source: barchart.com

Here's a look at asset class performance year-to-date.

Source: BlackRock

Cities with the worst traffic congestion:
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Source: @wef; Read full article

College majors with the highest current unemployment rates:
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Source: Statista

US bank branch openings/closings:
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Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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